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ABSTRACT

We present an improved approximation scheme for finding approximate

solutions in analytic form to the self-similar equations of gas dynamics. The

method gives better agreement with exact results not only for the weak shocks

which were considered previously but also for strong shocks for which the

previous method gave poor results. We have considered various shock con-

figurations In spherical and cylindrical geometries.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Approximate solutions for the implosion and reflection of coalesced

weak shocks in a laser induced plasma were obtained by Jha and Chavda in two

previous papers '* (hereafter referred to as I and II). In I approximate

but sufficiently accurate solutions were found for the regions B and C for a

series of weak shocks that coalesce at a certain point near the point of

implosion. Here region B is that in which the incident coalesced shock

front has passed the point of observation but has not yet reached the centre

of symmetry (i.e. the centre of sphere or the axis of the cylinder as the case

may be). Region C is one in which the shock front is reflected from the

centre but has not yet reached the point of observation. And the region D

la one in which the reflected shock front Is already past the point of

observation. The solutions were satisfactory In regions B and C but not

quite so In the region D. This was remedied in II where an exact asymptotic

solution in analytic form, quite similar to the Sedov solution for a point

explosion, was found for the region D. Also, a constructive proof for the

existence of a general solution to the self-similar equations was given in II.

However, the solutions in II gave good results only for the weak shocks but

not for strong shocks.

The purpose of this paper is two-fold: On the one hand we want to

improve upon the results of II for the coalesced weak shocks and on the other

we want to extend the method of approximate solutions to the case of strong

shocks also.

In See.II we present the second order polynomial approximation to a

certain function of Z and V and the solutions that follov from It. We

consider weak as well as strong shocks and spherical as well as cylindrical

geometries. The solutions for the region D are presented In Sec.III. In

Sec.IV we compare our results vith the previous results as well as with the

exact ones. Discussions and conclusions are given in Sec.V.

I I . APPROXIMATE SOLUTIONS IN REGIONS B AND C

In the notat ion of I and I I t he s e l f - s imi l a r equations and the

adiabat ic In tegra l are given by
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- D t dtnlsl A

and

2 (CN+OV-/1) - V O-V ) CPt-
(2)

(3)

where

2(l-o)/y and . 1/6>= a({H+l)y+1 - N) - 2 .

Our basic approximation In I and II vas that the quantity

(5)

was taken to be unity throughout the regions B and C. We shall now make the

second order polynomial approximation for this quantity as follows:

F{Z,V) = 1 + a^V + (6)

where a. and a are constants to he determined later. With this

approximation, Eq.s.(l) and (-2) can be solved at once to give

3E*lfeJ Va( i - (T)

where

(6-2)

(9-2)

(8a)

(8b)

(8c)

and

6 = 1 + (N+l)y - N (6d)

and k is a constant of integration. Similarly we have
L

V Ci-v (9)

where

= (l-o)

(l-a)a2)/a

(10a)

(10b)

(10c)

and K is a constant of integration. N » 2 corresponds to the spherical

geometry and H = 1 to the cylindrical geometry. The solution for the reduced

density is given by

N^t
(ID

where

r± = (H+l)

r2 = (H+l)

(12a)

(H+l)a2/2 (12c)

and k_ Is a constant of integration.

The reduced dimensionless functions Z, 9, G are related to the

physically measurable quantities as follows:

u = (r/t) V(s)

p - p Q G(s) ,

c 2 = (r2/t2) Z(«) ,

t/|t
01
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vhere u, p, p, c define the gas velocity in the symmetry direction, the
density of the gas, tlie pressure of the gas and the speed of sound in gas,
respectively. All these quantities are measured at the point of observation
at all times, t is the time taken by the incident shock front to travel from
the point of observation to the centre of the symmetry where i t reaches at t = 0.
Po is the density of the undisturbed gas. More details of our model are to he
found in I and II .

Since 7, defined by Eq.(5)j represents the direction field of the exact Z-A
curve, Eq.(15) is equivalent to equating the first derivatives of F at 0 cal-
culated from Eqs.(5) and (6). We further require that the Z-V integral curve
pass througi the points P and A and that the values of F at P calculated from
Eqs.(5) and {6) he equal. These four conditions are enough to determine a^,
a-, k_ and a. The results are given in Table I for the spherical and the
cylindrical geometries.

£.1 Determination of the parameters of the IS case

First ve consider the case of a single strong shock denoted by IS.
When the incident shock front arrives at the point of observation t = tQ and
s = - 1 . Let us denote this point on the Z-V curve by A. The co-ordinates of

1) 2)this point are given by

The Z-V Integral curve, Eq.(7), passes through the origin and the point A. And
it con be shown that It intersects the parabola Z = (a-V) in the point P,
say, vhose co-ordinates are also known a priori from the fact that it Is a
singular point of the differential equation ( l ) . The strategy for determining
the constants a. , a,,, ^n an'^ a ^B t n e f°l loving- We have at our disposal
the co-ordinates of thevpoints 0,P, A through vhich the Z-A curve passes.
We alao know, in principle, all the derivatives of Z at these points. From
this information we have to determine a_. , a., 1L and a and then hope that
the extrapolation of the curve Into the region C will be sufficiently accurate.
As ve shall see later this is indeed the case. The points 0, P, A lie in the
region B where V ^.0. In the region G V £ 0. The origin Is the beginning
of the region C. The approximate Z-V curve, Eq.(T), not only passes through
the origin but It also has the correct first derivative there. So we demand
that lta second derivative at 0 must agree with the exact value calculated
from Eq.(l). This gives

(15)

2.2 Determination of the parameters .of the mW case

In this case a series of m weak shocks ia launched with successively
Increasing velocities in such a way that they all coalesce near the centre of
symmetry. In our approximate treatment of the weak shocks the point A
almost coincides with P. Equating their co-ordinates leads to the following
value for a:

(2Y-1) (Y+O/UU+lh - (K-l)T- 1) U6)

The three other conditions for the determination of the parameters are the

same as earlier. The results are given in Table I.

2.3 Determination of the parameters for the lS(m-l)W case

In this case a series of (ffl-1) veak shocks followed by a single strong

shock is launched In such a way that they all coalesce near the centre of

symmetry. In this case a as veil as ( L , «„ are the same as In the mW ease

except that the constant k Is four times larger than that for the mW case

3)

and the initial pressure amplitude p

present case.

in the mW case Is replaced by p. In the

III. SOLUTIONS IN THE REGION D

Requiring that the solution In the region D be of the explosive type

and using a bootstrap type self-consistency condition ve derived the following
2)

solutions for the region D in II '

s - |k | (V-V )
-q.

(17)

where
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and

(18)

N-t (19)

with

Similarly

where

V_ = ji/U+l)

(cc-V)

(20)

(21)

and

- M)V«] (22)

(23)

and

(25)

Here k*. and k are constantB of integration. Let a* Tae the value of

s when the reflected shock front arrives at the point of observation. At

th i s instant the quantities V,2,G undergo discontinuities which are given hy

vD-vc + (26)

GD =

and
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where V̂ , = V^fs » s*), V_ = V-(s = s») e tc . The constant k can be determined

Ijy means of a self-consistency condition mentioned above to be

- P i

where

with

c = xa/(i

From Eqe.(S9) and (21) we have

Eliminating ZD between (32) and (28)

(29)

(30)

(3D

(32)

where

-, (33)
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and VD i s given by Eq.(26) . Eqs . (33) , (3*0 and (26) allow us to solve for

V - Then s* can "be determined from
C

(35)

While working on I I we ca lcula ted s* and VD "by t h i s method, but found VD

uncomfortably close to V . This means t h a t a small change in V from V t o

V r e s u l t s in an i n f i n i t e Jump in s . I n the face of t h i s sharp , almost Dirae

d e l t a function type , Jump in s we abandoned t h i s approach and ca lcu la ted s*

by the method we had used in I . However, recent ly i t has been pointed out

t h a t the above method using Eqs .{26) , (33)-(35> gives s # values in b e t t e r

agreement with t he exact ones found by numerical i n t eg ra t ion of the se l f -

s imi la r equat ions . Hence in t h i s paper ve follow t h i s method.

Having determined B* and V we can ca l cu la t e V , G e t c . from

t o (28) . The r e s u l t s a r e given in Table I I .

IV. COMPAEISON WITH EXACT RESULTS

There are t h r e e important parameters of our model. These a re a , s*

and the r a t i o of maximum compression Gj,(s»). In Table I I I we have compared

our values of s* and G.,(s*) with exact values and a lso with the value3

obtained in the zeroth order polynomial approximation, F if 1 . Some of these

values d i f f e r from I I because we have followed d i f fe ren t methods for c a l -

cu la t ing s* as mentioned above. From the t a b l e we see t h a t the second order

polynomial approximation gives general ly b e t t e r r e s u l t s .

V. DISCUSSIOM AND CONCLUSIONS

In I and II we started with a good first approximation to these

equations and in this paper we have seen that the second order polynomial

approximation gives better agreement with exact results even in the IS case.

What is involved here is an extrapolation of the integral curve from the

region B where V is positive and where ve have some information about It into

the region C, where V is negative- In view of the highly non-linear nature

of the equations the success achieved is gratifying. We get good results not

-9-

only for the weak shocks but also for the strong shocks which had eluded us in

I and II. Geometry poses no special problem. This success tells us that the

polynomial expansion serves as a perturbation type expansion with each new term

changing the results by a small amount. For highly non-linear equations this

is a considerable gain. During the course of this investigation ve have also

shown that there exist symmetry transformations which reduce these equations to

canonical form similar to the Riccati equation, aTbelt more non-linear than the
2)

latter , We have given constructive proof that these equations possess

2)
general solutions . This is In contrast to Riccati's equation which is

known not to possess a general solution. From Eqs.(21) and (29) we can obtain

the exact asymptotic solution for the reflected shocks. It has no free

parameters. It was obtained by imposing a bootstrap-ltke self-consistency

condition together with the requirement that the solution be of the explosive

type In the region D. This asymptotic solution would need to b« modified

eventually to take into account the absorption of the alpha particles in the

fuel pellet.
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Table I Table III

Shock
configuration

13

IS

mW

aW

Geometry

Spherical

Cylindrical

Spherical

Cylindrical

a

0.688358

0.815608

0.73681*2

0.81*81*65

a l

-O.Uk53itO

-0.1931h9

-O.072U0I*

-0.03081*5

a2

1.^312"*

O.56M56

0.983051

O.!*58268

0.819

0.711*

0.169

0.11*1*

k s

2.816

2.060

2.222

1.771

k xa
g

6.1*03

5.611

10.1*35

7.31*6

Values of the parameters of the solutions in the regions B and C.
l /v

a = 1 for the IS case and a = (Y+1)/(Y-1) (P^/PQ) f°r the mW case. All

the parameters of 15(m-l)W case are the same as those of the mW case except

k which must he multiplied "by (Y+1)/(Y-1) and p replaced by p .

Shock
configuration

I S

I S

IS

I S

mW

mW

mW

mW

Geometry

Spherical

Spherical

Cylindrical

Cylindrical

Spherical

Spherical

Cylindrical

Cylindrical

Parameter

s»

GD(s.)

s»

GD(S.)

s»

GD(s.)

3*

GD(e-)

F = second order
polynomial

1.61*1*088

35-03

1.732507

23.16

2.85^693

118.63

3.11*2109

56.08

Exact

1.59

33.0

1.69

23.0

2.91

107.50

3.12

57.50

F = 1

1.681213

38.62

1.763631

2U. 35

2.950856

99.72

3.091335

1*9.1*2

Table II

Shock
configuration

IS

is

mtf

mW

Geometry

Spherical

Cylindrical

Spherical

Cylindrical

0.005371*

e. 010678

0.005923

0.010580

•
p i

I.16S5

1.1073

1.2667

1.151*8

0.1721*

0.1807

0.2329

0.2535

q l

D.5^51*

0.5299

0.5^29

0.5261

19-7222

95.^99

52.5628

r
T l

2.3755

2 . 0

2.U

1.6970

r 2

0.21*91

0.1356

O.200

0.1071

Comparison of the parameters of the second order polynomial

approximation for F (see text) with exact results and with zeroth order
/

approximation. G = (Y+1)/(Y-1)
1/Y

f o r t h e E W o a a e < S e e t h e

caption for Table I for the relation between the mW and the lS(m-l)W cases.

Parameters for the solutions In the region D. For further details

Bee the caption for Table I.
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